
CULTURAL HERITAGE OF BIZKAIA

Church of St. Michael

Town:

Iurreta.

Location:

Plaza de San Miguel.

Access:

On leaving the A-8 motorway at the Durango junction, 
take the old N-634 main road towards San Sebastián. 
Just 1 kilometre along, a well-signposted cambio de 
sentido (turnaround point) provides access to the church 
of Iurreta.

Other places of interest nearby:

Palacio Goikoia (town hall).
Iurreta.

Priest’s house.
Iurreta.

Caserío (farmstead) Olabe Nagusia.
Iurreta.

St. Michael’s church at Iurreta is the sum of two clearly 
differentiated elements from distinct cultural phases. Continual 
lawsuits prevented the modest church of Iurreta, to which 
Joseph de Zuaznabar had added a Baroque tower in 1748, 
from being renovated until the early 19th century.

In 1800, Alexo de Miranda, from the neighbouring province 
of Guipúzcoa, took charge of a project, eventually inaugurated 
in 1815, that was severely conditioned by the need to respect 
Zuaznabar’s spectacular tower. Miranda came up with a design 
which represented something of a new departure for the 
architect, as it was some way removed from the centred system 
he had favoured until then.

With its thoughtfully austere neo-classical forms, based 
on squared modules as a means of skirting the existing tower, 
San Miguel is particularly interesting because of its position 
at the heart of the urban development of the parish.

Building

San Miguel is basically a Greek cross set on a square 
outline which itself fits into a larger rectangle. The chevet has 
two smaller zones either side which are echoed at the foot of 
the church, although here the two spaces are more rectangular 
in shape. The fact that the back part of the church is rather less 
developed does break up the otherwise marked symmetry of 
the building.

Four squared pillars delimit the sections of the nave. The 
pillars are marked on the outer walls by unemphatic pilasters. 
All of them have capitals consisting of a smooth tile that 
extends all around the church. Sandstone ashlar pillars and 
impost stand out against the rest of the building, which is 
plastered inside and stone and rubblework outside. Round 
arches head off in both directions under cross vaulting, except 
for the arms of the cross and the chevet, which is barrel vaulted.

Illumination is provided through a number of semicircular 
windows, all with mullions. The only practicable entrance is 
a door with lintel that opens onto the porch on the plaza side 
of the church. 

A high choir, modified only recently, sits astride the foot 
of the church. Originally, the choir affected just one section, 
but now it has been brought forward to the centre and along 
the sides, thus creating a very prominent gallery.

An attractive low porch that runs along the southern side 
and the foot of the church is perhaps one of San Miguel’s most 
interesting features. Basically it is a sequence of round arches, 
with the central one, highlighted very discreetly by a small 
classical pediment, facing the plaza. A modest tile roof 
completes the porch.

The tower is of a kind common in the Basque Country. 
Executed in sandstone ashlar, its three sections are separated 
by mouldings. The mast is topped by a slightly octagonal, 
domed belfry with a lantern and iron weather vane.

A stone balustrade protects the bell chamber. Both the 
balustrade and the decoration (pinnacles at the cornices of 
the dome and lantern) are worthy of note. The date, 1784, has 
been carved into stone above the door giving access to the 
shaft. As a whole, the tower gives the impression of 
slenderness, an effect achieved by the intelligent administration 
of the corner pieces throughout.

Interior

Except for a Romanesque reclining Christ from around 
the year 1600, used in processions in Holy Week, very little of 
the furniture and objects inside San Miguel is of any value. 
The image is in fact the oldest and one of the finest of its kind 
in Bizkaia. One other interesting feature is a Crucifix from the 
mid 16th century.
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